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shortly after accepting employment at BYU I1 sensed I1 had significantly integrated my life roles let me explain previously 1I worked at
another university and also had church duties that required significant
time in both preparation and service much of the preparation involved
studying church materials and preparing talks and lessons considering my family commitments 1I felt as though 1I had three roles each
of which could take all my time and energy work church and family
on occasion 1I broke from work to develop a talk for church although
1I saw a clear connection between my church and family responsibilities
time spent studying the gospel seemed unrelated to my work duties
thus 1I felt divided in my major life roles
working at BYU is unique because integrated into all we do is a
constant effort to increase in spirit after being here for three years 1I
realize that to fulfill my obligations as a faculty member 1I must continue to grow spiritually to magnify my career duties I1 must be
guided by revelation 1I am convinced that to touch the lives of my students 1I regularly need to expend significant effort to obtain guidance
from the spirit thus although I1 still have separate tasks in my life
roles my spiritual preparation now seems vital for fulfilling my professional duties
dudes
though much of this essay applies to educators at BYU 1I believe
the principles elaborated below have application to a much wider
audience specifically in the first section 1I present two key premises
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that should govern our professional responsibilities as educators in
section two 1I discuss some insights from the words of the prophets on
teaching and learning that should govern our teaching activities in the
third section 1I discuss the role of teachers in helping students become
fully converted the final section provides some thoughts on a career
as a religious educator including guidance on pride priestcraft and
the proficiency required of a religious educator
premises guiding a religious educators professional life

truth

hierarchical the doctrine and covenants states all
truth is independent in that sphere in which god has placed it to act
for itself dac
d&c 9330 this scripture suggests that the body of truth
contains independent categories of truths elder neal A maxwell
explained that there is a hierarchy of truth the restored gospel of
jesus christ gives us a different view of truth to begin with there is
no democracy among truths they are not of equal significance
he
describes three categories of truth the first category contains momen
tary facts or accurate descriptions of reality such as the current weather
report the next group includes more important truths but not ultiare verifiable by the very
mate truths he adds some of these
serviceable scientific method these truths can be very useful and valu
able 2 however he points out that truths in this category are
continually being revised as science develops new theories and measurement methods although elder maxwell admits that these truths
are valuable he reminds us that the accumulation of knowledge with
out purpose and of information without wisdom constitutes ever
learning but never coming to a knowledge of the truth
the highest category of truth contains the deep things of god
1 1
I corinthians 210 these come to us by revelation and are not sub
eject
ject to change 4 even within this category there appears to be a
hierarchy among truths elder dallin H oaks explained As regards
knowledge the highest priority religious knowledge is what we receive
in the temple that knowledge is obtained from the explicit and sym
bolic teachings of the endowment and from the whisperings of the
spirit that come as we are desirous to seek and receptive to hear the
revelation available to us in that sacred place 5
one implication of this hierarchy of truth is that we constantly need
to distinguish between the truths which are useful and those which are
crucial and between truths which are important and those which are
eternal 6 this hierarchy of truth has important implications for the
1

is

1

3
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activities of faculty who work in a religious environment such as that
atbyu
at BYU
2 conversion is the ultimate purpose of a religious educators career
1I believe the ultimate purpose of BYU is to help students become converted and to incorporate the highest truths into their lives the quest

to internalize eternal truth captures the meaning of the statement that
BYU posts at its entrance the glory of god is intelligence dac
d&c
9336 elder oaks explained BYUs purpose as follows whereas the
world teaches us to know something the gospel teaches us to become
something and it is far more significant to become than it is to know
in addition to our concern with learning brigham young univer
sity is also concerned with becoming with the conversion of students
and also of teachers
the mission of the gospel and in this sense
the highest mission of brigham young university is not just to
enlarge what we know but to change what we are 7
in this same spirit BYU president ernest L wilkinson encouraged
faculty to spend time counseling students to help them become con
averted
verted he said 1 I recognize of course that time is often short and
that students sometimes do their best to avoid faculty counseling
please strive constantly to draw close to your students give them spiritual food along with academic advice
it is a serious undertaking
without faculty counseling we cannot possibly succeed with it we
can save hundreds of students each year 8
thus we are charged with transferring not only knowledge but
also the application of eternal knowledge so that our students progress
spiritually as well as mentally interestingly as individuals become con
averted
verted their desire to learn all categories of truth increases elder
henry B eyring referred to the change that a convert experiences
the change that comes is a desire to be someone even better to reach
for more light and to give greater service to others those desires
always lead to a hunger for education to learn what is true what is
useful and what is beautiful 9 thus as BYU excels at helping faculty
and students become fully converted students and faculty will be more
likely to excel at learning lesser categories of truth as well
1I find it interesting to consider the meaning of the portion of doc
trine and covenants 9336 that is not posted at BYUs entrance the
full verse reads the glory of god is intelligence or in other words
light and truth dac
d&c 9336 emphasis added given that the savior
calls himself the light of the world and refers to himself as the truth
I1 believe that gaining intelligence involves becoming christlike 10 also
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in modern
modem scripture we read that gods glory is to bring to pass the
immortality and eternal life of man moses 139 given that eternal
life is the life that god lives and that gods glory is giving man eternal
life we might conclude that gaining intelligence or gods glory is
guiness
falness of gods character thus the ultimate purpose of
gaining a gainess
education is not to obtain entrance to a career or gain knowledge but
to become converted to truth and become like him who is more intelligent than the rest of us teaching based on eternal principles
facilitates this conversion process

revealed principles on teaching and learning
several key principles taught by the prophets can help us to be
more effective teachers
teach by the spirit the spirit teaches I1 have often pondered the
tearh
guidance brigham young gave karl maeser neither the alphabet nor
the multiplication table should be taught without the spirit of god 12
1I view this instruction as a lifelong challenge and 1I believe president
young was teaching us that learning any topic including secular
truths occurs when the spirit sheds light in support of this idea president young taught men know how to construct railroads and all
manner of machinery they understand cunning workmanship etc
but that is all revealed to them by the spirit of the lord though they
know it not 13 more directly relevant to teaching is the following
statement by president young now 1I ask the wise where did you
get your wisdom was it taught you yes 1I say it was taught you by
your professors in college no it was taught you by the influence of
the spirit that is in man and the inspiration of the spirit of god giveth
it understanding 14 thus a crucial teaching tenet is to recognize that
we cannot dispense learning to our students rather we must find ways
to bring the spirit of god to the minds of students so that learning can
occur this process becomes painfully obvious to me when 1I try to act
as a font of knowledge to my students although a few may light up as
an occasional stroke of light hits them most quickly become disengaged for these 1I believe that little or no learning is taking place
teaching with the spirit occurs when several conditions exist
first teachers must diligently prepare so as to have the spirit help
them teach elder maxwell taught when we speak about teaching by
the spirit it is not about a mystical process which removes responsiteacher for prayerful and pondering preparation
bility from the
teaching by the spirit is not the lazy equivalent of going on automatic
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pilot we still need a carefully worked out flight plan studying out
something in ones own mind is in itself an invitation to the spirit in
our preparations as well as in our presentations we must not err like
oliver cowdery by taking no thought except to ask god for his spirit
d&c 97 the lord is especially willing to take the lead of an already
dac
informed mind in which things have been studied out 15
1I also believe that before the spirit will be able to teach both the
teacher and student must be mentally engaged to engage my students I1 use classroom activities that involve active learning with the
goal of engaging students in efforts to internalize key information and
principles an underlying philosophy of these activities is that when
students are involved in teaching each other learning by the spirit is
more likely to occur brigham young expressed this as follows A man
will find that when he
who wishes to receive light and knowledge
imparts knowledge to others he will also grow and increase 16 though
this comment is directed at spiritual knowledge 1I believe it also applies
to temporal learning
given brigham youngs instruction that all truth is learned by the
spirit 1I believe teaching students to learn by the spirit is an eternal
skill this can transform teaching a lesser category of truth into teaching the highest category of truth and lead to education for eternity 1I
have found that a vital prerequisite to teaching by the spirit is having
christlike love for my students
beguided
be beguiled
guided by charity the pure love of christ charity allows us to see
our students clearly and to recognize that when they appear to be mis
behaving they are often crying out for help 1I have often found that
the student who speaks out in class needs compassion and under
standing that come when 1I feel charity for him or her often the
reaction the student needs most from faculty runs counter to that
which he or she usually gets in response to this type of behavior to
ensure the proper reaction in these circumstances the classroom must
develop a culture characterized by christlike love 1I have learned that
1I as the teacher can act as a catalyst to initiate this culture 1I believe
that charity comes as a spiritual endowment so 1I must pray diligently
for it and rely on the lord to help me see my students as they are
children of god even so 1I make an effort with this goal in mind to
learn students names and to quickly get to know the students so this
culture develops early in the class the following counsel from presi
dent boyd K packer is relevant it is important for a teacher to
understand that little teaching will be accomplished little learning will
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one to one relationship exists between the teacher
take place unless a oneto
and each student
it means you take the time to learn thirty names
to check out thirty backgrounds to draw thirty students into class discussions
cus sions to pass out thirty words of encouragement all personalized
the good teacher has already studied the lesson the superb
teacher also studies the students he studies them seriously and
intently 17
getting to know students and truly loving each individual especially the disruptive student is one of the most rewarding and
challenging aspects of teaching As we come to know our students we
better understand the struggles they have with the course material we
can then better select the methods that will be most effective for
engaging students in the course topics
engage students in the learning process in designing classroom
activities 1I am powerfully influenced by the premise that there is no
democracy of truth this knowledge suggests to me that class time
should be used for the most valuable learning possible elder maxwell
stated education that is only for a season is narrow it pertains only
to a knowledge of things as they temporarily are like todays weather
forecast or an airline schedule temporary facts are useful but termi
nal 18 although business practices and accounting techniques can
quickly change and become obsolete the ability to learn reason and
apply judgment will be valuable not only for a career but also for eter
anity
nity this belief has important implications for what 1I do in the
actie
classroom and as well as for the future of education if classroom activ
aties
ities are used to convey information that can be obtained through
reading or technology for example the internet then 1I believe class
rooms will be replaced with other methods time spent learning
information should be moved outside the classroom and replaced with
activities that create intelligence As noted above some knowledge
such as a weather report may be temporarily useful but soon loses
value on the other hand knowledge of principles for using weather
data to accurately forecast is more valuable further along this continuum is the ability to reason and develop judgment while the
intelligence of highest value entails the ability to utilize all truth and to
live a christlike life
students who rely on the teacher to explain information they could
learn independently will become dependent learners and struggle to
become independent continual learners however if students in depend
antly learn prior to class and if the classroom is used for interdependent
ently
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learning activities that help them assimilate more than just information then other methods will have difficulty replacing these activities
activities such as these must require students and teachers to interact
and develop the ability to reason and articulate their thinking processes
regarding information they gained outside the classroom the objective of these activities is to lead students to develop the judgment
needed to solve problems in real settings this pedagogy entails much
more than simply delivering information in an entertaining manner
but rather involves getting students to become engaged in the learning process both in and out of class 1I believe that getting students to
focus on the subject not on me is a key to helping them become inde
pendent learners
avoid the spotlight the churchs teacher improvement manual
clearly defines a teachers role what is the role of teachers it is to
virginia
help individuals take responsibility for learning the gospel
said A teachers goal is greater than just delivering a
H pearce
lecture about truth it is to invite the spirit and use techniques that will
enhance the possibility that the learner will discover the truth and be
motivated to apply it
therefore it is the pupil who has to be put
into action when a teacher takes the spotlight becomes the star of the
show does all the talking and otherwise takes over all the activity it
is almost certain that he is interfering with the learning of the class
members
the skilled teacher does not want students who leave
the class talking about how magnificent and unusual the teacher is
this teacher wants students who leave talking about how magnificent
19
the gospel is
is19
although this instruction is centered on teaching in a church set
ting 1I believe it applies fully to teaching secular topics by the spirit as
well known
brigham young instructed us to do parker palmer a wellknown
author on reforming college level teaching has written the following
1 I have no question that students who learn not professors who per
form is what teaching is all about students who learn are the finest
fruits of teachers who teach
teachers possess the power to create
conditions that can help students learn a great deal or keep them
from learning at all teaching is the intentional act of creating those
conditions 20
one of parker palmers precepts is that teachers need to remove
themselves from the spotlight before the classroom community will be
able to focus on the subject and learn most effectively while 1I admit
that 1I struggle with knowing how to do this and though 1I find it easy
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to get into the center of classroom attention 1I believe that moving the
attention away from me as the teacher is critical furthermore 1I have
found that for conversion to take place it is important to focus the student on the savior unfortunately 1I have learned that even with my
best efforts I1 sometimes fall short of what my students really need in
those instances 1I take comfort in knowing that the lord can make up
the difference
the atonement provides healing balm ultimately even with our
best efforts to be christlike in mortality we will make mistakes of
judgment that cause individuals pain elder bruce C hafen has written about how the heartbreaks we experience as natural men who are
striving to become saints persistently interact in a manner that can be
painful 21 similarly elder oaks has taught that we all make mistakes
and he distinguishes mistakes from sins he explains we should seek
to avoid mistakes since some mistakes have very painful consequences
but we do not seek to avoid mistakes at all costs mistakes are
inevitable in the process of growth in mortality 22 thus while we
should strive to protect students from painful experiences we are
required to assign grades give potentially discouraging answers to
questions and administer other painful medicine at times we need to
have a hearttoheart
heart to heart talk with a student who is exhibiting behavior
that will have zero tolerance in the workplace in doing so we must
seek to be guided by the spirit and use our best judgment
inspiration is especially important when we are attempting to
administer justice to a trouble student just as a parent continually
struggles to know if he or she is being too lenient or too harsh 1I find
that my best efforts fall short as 1I do not always see things clearly in
times such as these I1 take some comfort in knowing and am humbly
grateful that the saviors atonement can heal my students and my
family from the negative consequences of my mistakes speaking of
the effects of the atonement to relieve us from the bitterness of mor
bality
tality elder hafen explained the lord taught adam that the
atonement was given to him and to his children to heal
this
healing power cleanses our spirits upon condition of our repentance
when our souls are soiled with sin it can also compensate for the
effects of our sins upon others when we are unable to make gurther
further
restitution 23 elder hafen explains that many latter day saints are
burdened by their inability to make full restitution for the pains they
cause others
at times we as faculty should call attention to our students misfuture
takes so they can avoid them in the ff
iture the scriptures teach us that
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dac

after reproof we must show increased love see
12143 faculty
must constantly strive to provide increased love after giving necessary
reproof even so with class sizes as they are our students are likely to
experience pain as they interpret feedback such as a grade as an indi
cation that they are somehow blemished elder hafen offers insight
about the atonements role in these circumstances there are many
latterday
latter day saints who labor under the misapprehension that they must
fuli responsibility to compensate for all the effects of their
assume full
we cannot fully compensate
sometimes
acts and shortcomings
for them
thus we are utterly dependent on christ no matter
thusj
thusa
5321
1121
24
how earnest our repentance 5124

temporal experiences and eternal goals
in the highly competitive academic environment at BYU some
students feel intense pressure to succeed by getting high grades 2521
although this environment is less than zion will ultimately be 1I
believe it lends faculty an incredible opportunity and immense responsibi lity to help students internalize gospel truths the pressures in this
sibility
setting are not unlike those of the business world thus becoming
christlike here will hopefully help them endure there
1I believe that the solution to many students troubles is to become
more converted to the gospel of jesus christ while BYUs religious
education faculty are assigned to teach the words of the prophets signific
nificant
ant opportunities exist for faculty outside of religious education to
help students internalize gospel truths 1I believe that this environment
provides powerful opportunities for students to apply gospel lessons
that they may have learned all their life but never fully internalized or
converted to intelligence for example many students struggle with
the realization that they are not the smartest in class this knowledge
provides a powerful opportunity to help these students focus competition on themselves and away from others
compete against yourself not others one of the keys to becoming
christlike at BYU or in the world of business is to learn to deal humbly
with competition president packer commented in this life we are
we come to
constantly confronted with a spirit of competition
believe that wherever there is a winner there must also be a loser to
believe that is to be misled in the eyes of the lord everyone may be
a winner
if there is competition in his work it is not with another
soul its with our own former selves 26
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in response to the intense competition at BYU some students
withdraw and lose motivation whereas others resort to their natural
man instincts and develop enmity with both their fellow students and
with faculty neither approach leads to effective learning or peace of
mind steve young explained how during his professional football
career he learned to focus competition on himself he said theres
one goes
no more raw form of competition than football in the end
home a winner one goes home a loser this has permeated our whole
society
this is a dangerous way to think my idea of competition
1I believe competition in its
has nothing to do with
anyone else
pure form is really about yourself
ive learned to say to myself
1I
how did 1I play last week how do 1I need to improve next week
truly believe that competition has nothing to do with seeing how much
better you can be than the next guy
if you just concentrate on
improving yourself you will have a very fulfilling life
thats my con
capt of competition it has nothing to do with anyone else 27
cept
in this quote steve young emphasizes that competition should
not lead to a desire to beat another president ezra taft benson
explained that this desire is closely associated with pride the central
feature of pride is enmity enmity toward god and enmity toward our
fel lowmen enmity means hatred toward hostility to or a state of
opposition it is the power by which satan wishes to reign over us
pride is essentially competitive in nature
the proud make every
man their adversary by pitting their intellects opinions works wealth
talents or any other worldly measuring device against others 28
soon after joining the church 1I went to play basketball with some
young adults after playing 1I sensed that the members of the church
could be some of the most ruthless intense competitors in the world
for at least a few sportsmanship seemed far distant to the goal of winning during the past two decades this observation has been validated
over many seasons of church basketball including one regional cham
pionship
fistfight
lionship
fight in my BYU courses 1I have sensed
pionship that erupted in a fist
that some students view me as the referee in a crucial church basket
ball game and that they want to get as much advantage as they can
from me 1I have seen that this response to competition normally leads
a person to engage in behavior that is not christlike 1I believe that stu
dents who learn how to live as christ would live in a competitive
environment will find much more peace in their lifelong pursuit of
diffi
excellence learning to deal with competition can be especially biffi
cult when someone first realizes that he or she will not always win
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every battle in life or in a career 1I have found that during these times
of seeming failure I1 must increase my faith in the lord and trust that
29
for his purposes to be brought to
ample
has
provision29
made
provision
he
pass this outcome requires a change from trusting in man to whole-

heartedly trusting in the lord jesus christ
falto
faitb
faith
falth
faita means trusting in god students in the BYU accounting program often will not get the grades that they are accustomed to getting
and that they will need to if they are to get into the accounting mas
ters program this outcome often leads to an intense feeling of
despair nearly everyone who ambitiously pursues excellence in life will
meet significant opposition 1I have learned that experiencing obstacles
creates the opportunity to internalize the first principle of the gospel
faith in the lord jesus christ prior to learning this 1I understood faith
to be a frame of mind similar to a positive mental attitude that was
powerful enough to move mountains this concept of faith led to
despair during times of struggle as 1I wondered if my faith was nonex
lonex
distent
istent let alone the size of a mustard seed in contrast 1I now equate
faith with trust and have a better understanding that if 1I do my best
1I can trust that the lord will take my life where he wants it to go the
mountain will move when and if he wants it to move assuming I1 do
my part ultimately where he takes my life will be where 1I want it to
go even though my finite wisdom often fails to realize that without
hindsight this understanding of faith started to become clear to me
when 1I read the following from elder oaks the first principle of the
gospel is not faith the first principle of the gospel is faith in the
faith in the lord jesus christ is a conviction
lord jesus christ
and trust that god knows us and loves us and will hear our prayers and
answer them with what is best for us
in fact god will do more
than what is best for us he will do what is best for us and for all of
our heavenly fathers children the conviction that the lord knows
more than we do and that he will answer our prayers in the way that is
best for us and for all of his other children is a vital ingredient of faith
in the lord jesus christ 30
students who experience serious despair over their careers can
benefit by trusting in the lords wisdom elder maxwell explained
how trusting faith is developed through experiencing opposition
dissonance can mean discovery new ways of knowing about ourselves that often would not occur without shaking up the status quo
for instance in the matter of developing full faith it may be as C S
lewis said you never know how much you really believe anything
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until its truth or falsehood becomes a matter of life and death to you
it is easy to say you believe a rope to be strong and sound as long as
you are merely using it to cord a box but suppose you had to hang by
that rope over a precipice wouldnt you then first discover how much
you really trusted it A grief observed new york seabury press
1961 21 no doubt this underlying need for testing and discovering is why some of our trials and experiences in life cannot be cut
short 31
1I believe that one of lifes main purposes is becoming converted to
the extent that we have absolute trusting faith in god and his plans
As faculty deepen their own conversions students are likely to see how
they themselves can become more converted
become more converted recently elder oaks spoke of motives and
identified a quartet of worldly motives he said the treasures of our
hearts our priorities should not be what the scriptures call riches
and the vain things of this world alma 3914 the vain things of
the world include every combination of that worldly quartet of
we should be seeking the
property pride prominence and power
kind of treasures the scriptures promise the faithful great treasures of
knowledge even hidden treasures dac
d&c 8919 32
often students need to realize that true happiness comes through
faith in the lord jesus christ not through seeking the worldly quar
tet that elder oaks warned of property pride prominence or
power when students see teachers who are not concerned about this
worldly quartet including prominence in the classroom those students will have their greatest likelihood of turning to christ and being
fully converted in many respects the spiritual challenges our students
face are the same challenges faculty face for example employment in
higher education is very competitive I1 have found that observing the
exceptional talents of my colleagues can either lead to inspiration or
insecurity if 1I am not fully grounded in my faith faculty who have not
learned to have trusting faith in the lord and to strip pride from their
lives will not be able to effectively lead students to apply gospel principles to their own challenges
As teachers we must be fully converted ourselves to lead our students to become more converted in all aspects of their lives elder
bruce R mcconkie explained that conversion is a lifelong process
we are born again by
being born again is a gradual thing
degrees and we are born again to added light and added knowledge
and added desires for righteousness as we keep the commandments 33
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this statement suggests that 1I must constantly be nurturing my own
conversion so 1I can progress to the point where 1I will be able to help
bring my students to christ in doing so 1I will be more likely to educate not just for time but also for eternity

pride priestcrafts
Priest crafts and proficiency
throughout my educational process and as a teacher I1 have had
many opportunities to consider the role of education from an eternal
perspective in doing so 1I have pondered the seemingly conflicting
signals concerning learning and intelligence for example many verses
in the book of mormon warn the learned and the rich against pride
see 2 nephi 942 2815 elsewhere we are told that learning is
good if we hearken to gods counsel see
88118 2 nephi
929 thus both wealth and education apparently can present great
opportunities for us to serve and bless others however they also provide great spiritual risks to the receiver if pride develops president
benson commented on these risks as follows the two groups who
have the greatest difficulty in following the prophet are the proud who
are learned and the proud who are rich the learned may feel the
prophet is only inspired when he agrees with them otherwise the
prophet is just giving his opinion speaking as a man the rich may
feel they have no need to take counsel of a lowly prophet 34
although the prophets have warned members about seeking after
wealth 35 they encourage church members to continually seek as much
education as possible for example president hinckley counseled the
youth of the church to pursue their secular education as follows get
all the education you can
education is the key to opportunity the
lord has placed upon you as members of this church the obligation
to study and to learn of things spiritual yes but of things temporal
also acquire all of the education that you can even if it means great
sacrifice while you are young 36
we also know from the prophets that pride is associated with education nephi instructs the learned to hearken unto the counsels of
god 2 nephi 929 thereby warning us that the human tendency is
such that after getting a little education we begin to think we know
more than the lords servants to keep our education in perspective
we should recognize that even if we know all there is to know about
our field of study our knowledge is a far cry from gods on this note
elder hugh B brown encouraged BYU faculty to keep an open mind
regarding both religious doctrine and secular knowledge he said

dac
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while 1I believe all that god has revealed 1I am not quite sure that
1I understand what he has revealed the fact that he has promised
further revelation is to me a challenge to keep an open mind and to
be prepared to follow wherever my search for truth may lead

we have been blessed with much knowledge by revelation from
god
but there is an incomprehensibly greater part of truth

which we must yet discover our revealed truth should leave us
stricken with the knowledge of how little we really know it should
never lead to an emotional arrogance based upon a false assumption
that we somehow have all the answers that we in fact have a corner
on truth for we do not whether you are in the field of economics
or political science history or the behavioral sciences continue your
search for truth and maintain humility sufficient to be able to review
your hypotheses as new truth comes to you by means of the spirit or
the mind salvation like education is an ongoing process 37

1I find it inspiring to hear a modern prophet humbly acknowledge
his lack of omniscience regarding spiritual truth this acknowledgment
drives home to me how much 1I need to continually increase my own
learning to fulfill my responsibilities and become what 1I can become
pray
praytor
pfay por
prayfor
for pure motives 1I believe that the worldly quartet spoken of
by elder oaks property pride prominence and power provides a
clear measuring stick for impure motives when 1I have impure motives
in my teaching 1I find that my ability to have charity and to teach with
the spirit evaporates of that worldly quartet 1I suspect that the desire
for prominence is more applicable to an occupation in teaching than it
may be in many other occupations prominence is defined as having
1I personally have expert
a quality that thrusts itself into attention
experi
encee
enced the thrill of being on stage when 1I feel this way 1I fear 1I am
guilty of priestcraft as discussed in the book of mormon he com
crafts are
priestcrafts
priest crafts for behold priest
mandeth that there shall be no priestcrafts
that men preach and set themselves up for a light unto the world that
they may get gain and praise of the world but they seek not the wel
fare of
zion 2 nephi 2629
ofzion
elder oaks explained how a motive of either student or teacher
determines the degree to which the spirit can teach he said motive
is also important in our quest for knowledge and in the questioning
seeking and questioning can be a pathway to
that accompanies it
learning and service or it can be a means of disruption and self
aggrandizement the questions can be the same in both instances the
difference is in the questioners motives one person can be seeking
values while another perknowledge with an eye single to eternal
son asking the same questions can be seeking nothing more than to
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participants in
sow discontent and to reap profit or prominence
both types of seeking and questioning could frame their questions
more precisely and evaluate responses more wisely if they were more
aware of the nature and importance of their personal motives r38
purifying our motivations is a lifelong pursuit making regular
mental comparisons between our own knowledge and that of heav
beav
enly father helps us to avoid being content with what we have learned
and to avoid pride in pursuing additional knowledge
seek proficiency both secular and spiritual while serving as the
president ofbyu
of BYU elder oaks explained the need for faculty to be pro
focient
ficient in both their discipline and in spiritual truth if any teacher at
grade school
BYU has a doctorate in his or her discipline but only gradeschool
preparation in the gospel that teacher needs some spiritual develop
levei knowledge of the gospel
doctorate level
ment the reverse is also true a doctoratelevel
will not suffice if we are poorly prepared in our individual discipline 39
similarly president kimball explained that BYU faculty will
achieve the greatest accomplishments by combining academic expert
lse with spiritual excellence he said BYU can tower above other
ise
because of the unique light BYU can send forth into
universities
the educational world
first among these unique features is the fact
persistently
tendy concerns
that education on this campus deliberately and persis
itself with education for eternity not just for time the faculty have a
double heritage which they must pass along the secular knowledge
and also the vital and revealed truths that have been sent to us from
your double heritage and dual concerns with the secular
heaven
and the spiritual require you to be bilingual As LDS scholars you
must speak with authority and excellence to your professional col
m the language of scholarship and you must also be literate in
leagues in
the language of spiritual things 40
1I have found that being a teacher offers a unique career opportu
anity
nity to worship god with all my heart might mind and spirit in an
attempt to prepare myself and my students for eternal life 1I am grate
gui
gul
ful
ml for this opportunity and hope 1I can magnify my responsibilities to
133
serve out of pure love lei
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